No Crammed C Drive Worry, No Data Loss
NEW YORK, N.Y., July 15 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Are you still facing the
problems that your PCs, laptops and servers’ C drive are filled up with
operating systems and procedures, and without enough space for use?
Frustration often comes with a “Windows Low Disk Space” warning and slowrunning condition. According to EASEUS’ technical support department, most
EASEUS Partition Master customers email to ask for the help of expanding
their C drive to solve the problem of low disk space and slow speed.

The most expected methods are to expand C drive by taking the space of the
adjacent drive, or extend system C drive by using the unallocated space. What
is the easy and quick way to expand C drive with all the data protected?
EASEUS provides comprehensive hard disk partition tools and system
optimization software: EASEUS Partition Master is designed especially for
computer space usage optimization without data loss. With a useful and simple
operation wizard, the main “resize and move” functions enable you to expand
the C drive easily. It also allows users to operate on the disk map directly.
In order to protect the valuable data, copy functions are also built-in to
ensure data safety. The most attractive feature is its ability to extend C
drive without rebooting Windows.
Working well with PCs, laptops, servers and Virtual Machines, EASEUS
Partition Master really does a big favor to extend C drive, just as its

customer feedback indicates: “I used it to expand the size of my C: partition
on a windows 2003 Server using raid 5, each process went very smoothly, and
it was just what I needed.”
Pricing and Availability
Get a 20 percent discount on EASEUS Partition Master Professional Edition
now, available at the price of $31.96 directly from EASEUS Web site at
www.partition-tool.com/professional.htm or by contacting sales@easeus.com.
Additionally, Windows Server users can choose EASEUS Partition Master Server
Edition, which is compatible with Windows Server 2000/2003/2008 and NonServer 2000/XP/Vista 32 and 64 bit systems. It is $199.00, and available at
www.partition-tool.com/easeus-partition-manager-server/.
About CHENGDU YIWO Tech Development Co., Ltd.
The company specializes in disk management and data recovery software for
Windows OS. Its other major products are Data Recovery Wizard Professional,
Data Recovery Wizard, and Partition Table Doctor. For more information, visit
http://www.easeus.com.
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